Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 05/12/2010
To: Sacramento Attn: SIA
From: Sacramento

Contact: IA

Approved By: 

Drafted By: sw132sw01:ec

Case ID #: 803H-SC-C43014 (Pending)

Title: INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION MANAGEMENT CRIMINAL MATTERS

Synopsis: To respond to source coverage gap.

Reference: 800I-SC-C40365 Serial 567

Details: Referenced communication requested to provide knowledge of existing source coverage for consideration of potential source identification and development.

does not have the capability to provide requested information at this time. is

In the near term, in coordination with will establish a database tool. until such time,

please utilize or your to

UNCLASSIFIED

UPLOADED
To: Sacramento From: Sacramento
Re: 803H-SC-C43014, 05/12/2010

LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Info)

SACRAMENTO

AT SACRAMENTO

IA Read and Clear.

CC: SIA